Engaging stakeholders in regulatory sciences – Introduction
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EUSEA, an NGO with a mission

To encourage development of Public Engagement, fostering innovative dialogues between science and society

≈100 members
Many more actors will take part in the research process and the traditional methods of organising and rewarding research will see many changes.
Open Science

Open Access – to publications, data, processes
Citizen Engagement – citizen science, public consultations
Science Communication
Policy Feedback – science informed policy making
Altmetrics – alternative metrics to measure impact
Incentives and Rewards for OS practices
Responsible research and innovation is a process for better aligning research and innovation with the values, needs and expectations of society.
Which future do we want?

• R&I that is socially, environmentally and financially sustainable

• Results that are useful and accepted by all actors —> RRI, Responsible R&I
Sweden: Confidence in how researchers do their work
Confidence in universities 1997–2017

- Very high or fairly high confidence: 61%
- Neither high nor low confidence: 33%
- Fairly low or very low confidence: 6%
VA promotes dialogue and openness between researchers and the public.
ÄR DET HELA BILDEN?


#hurvetdudet?

www.hurvetdudet.nu
Thank you!

Cissi@v-a.se

Eusea.info V-a.se
@euseaevents @vetenskapoallm
Next: Case studies. Welcome to ask questions using the conference app!